13th & 14th Sept 2016

Balliol College, Oxford
Feedback Questionnaire
We would very much value your feedback on this event for courses we may organise in the
future.
Please rate the presentations (1 very poor, 2 poor, 3 fair, 4 good, 5 excellent):
Session attended

Leadership Workshop
Prof Richard Canter (Oxford)

Mean: 5

Job planning, consultant appraisal
Ben Turney (Oxford)

Mean: 4.91

Time management and additional roles (PVI)
Ben Turney (Oxford)

Mean: 4.82

Challenges of obtaining new equipment
Luke Gordon (Storz)

Mean: 4

Challenges of procuring disposables
BSc

Mean: 3.54

Working with industry
Dr Joe Mills (Liverpool)

Mean: 4.82

Business planning in Urology
Ben Turney (Oxford)

Mean: 4.91

Dealing with complaints and how to stay out of trouble
Flora McCabe , Principal Associate

Mean: 4.36

Medical Insurance: more than MPS and MDU?
Priya Fathers / Medical Malpractice Underwriting Manager, W. R. Berkley Insurance

Mean: 3.27

Setting up in private practice
Ben Turney (Oxford)

Mean: 4.91

Private practice: how can your accountant help?
Vanessa Sanders (Stanbridge accountants)

Mean: 4.82

Invoicing
Ritchie Hunter (Medical Billing and Collection)

Mean: 3.91

Please rate the following aspects of the meeting
(1 –very poor, 2 poor, 3 fair, 4 good, 5 excellent):
score
Overall course content

Mean: 4.91

Opportunity for discussion

Mean: 4.91

Frequency of breaks

Mean: 4.64

Venue

Mean: 4.91

Food (college dinner, breakfast and lunch)

Mean: 4.64

Organisation

Mean: 4.73

Value of the meeting

(1 –strongly disagree, 2 disagree, 3 neither agree or disagree, 4 agree, 5 strongly
agree):
score
This meeting has been
useful for me.

Mean 5

I would recommend this
course to colleagues

Mean 5

Additional comments/suggestions:
Excellent meeting and very useful for ST7s
Leadership section was particularly good
The case studies for the medico-legal part of the course were interesting and could have been
circulated earlier in order to give time to be read
The Oxbridge Medical Management Course was excellent. The leadership and management
workshop by Prof Canter was fantastic – only wished I had the workshop years ago. The course
shed light on key aspects of consultancy that we get little exposure to as trainees.
Will definitely be recommending this course to colleagues.
Excellent course many thanks Ben!
I have already recommended this course to my colleagues
Excellent course overall – the amount of information that I walked away with is simply amazing.
Thank you to all the organisers and speakers!
Overall an excellent course, especially the leadership workshop by the Professor is exceptional.
Job planning and Business planning lectures by Mr. Turney are very useful.
Although it is probably a rather dry topic, perhaps there could be a (short) session on the general
management structures that exist within NHS organisations and possibly even about primary care
structures and commissioning groups etc… although it may be too much to cover in the course.
Overall the course was thoroughly enjoyable and informative.
A rather useful course for someone finishing their training. It covered issues that usually not
discussed in other open forums. The management and leadership bit was fun. Catering and
accommodation was excellent and it was a pleasure to spend a couple of days in Oxford.
I think there is a role for a similar course targeted at junior registrars, it would benefit the trainees
if business of medicine was discussed from early on in their careers. Furthermore, other issues
including working with industry, business plans and financial advice are also applicable at earlier
stages.
Venessa Sanders is outstanding in her presentation.

